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GEOLOGICAL RISKS OF FRACKING FOR COAL BED METHANE & SHALE GAS
IN CHEW VALLEY, NORTH MENDIP & BLACK DOWN

by Gareth Thomas

I am an Applied Geologist, with 40 years experience and have run a geoenvironmental consultancy locally for
26 years.

My approach to fracking is from an independent, objective and scientific viewpoint. I am not a member of any
'pro' or 'anti' fracking groups, although I have spoken at several of their meetings when invited.

ln December 20l'2 | wrote an article for the Chew Valley Gazette, giving a list of factual questions and
answers on Fracking. My wife Dr Kay Boreland, also an environmental geologist, produced a Technical
Briefing Note, to assist councillors and MP's with background knowledge of this topic.

Background
In 2008 Petroleum Exploration Drill ing Licences were granted for Bristol, Bath, Mendip and adjacent areas.
Exploration boreholes would first be sunk and if adequate gas reserves are proven, exploitation
wells would be constructed.

The Targets are:

o The Coal Measures in the Bristol-Somerset Coalfield, and
. Other organic-rich Carboniferous Shales and Mudstones, where gas may be trapped.

All the critical rocks I am talking about are of Carboniferous Age, named because they contain carbon in the
form of coal, gas and sometimes oil.

Hydraulic fracturing - 'fracking' is likely to be needed to increase the gas flow.

The Exploration Companies
Neither of the two joint venture companies currendy with exploration licences in Bath, Bristol, Mendip, UK
Methane (UK) and Eden Energy (Australia) appear to have experience of shale gas drill ing. However, they
have explored for Coal Bed Methane in the UK

Eden Energy recently 'rebranded' as Shale Energy PLC to attract venture capital finance for exploration.

They have shown interest in three specific sites so far. An application to drill at Keynsham remains pending.
Earlier in the year, UK Methane confirmed they may wish to explore at Compton Martin and Ston Easton.
The current exploration licences expire in 20 | 4, but the government may consider an extension.
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So why Compton Martin & Ston Easton?
The geology map shows what we know is present at the ground surface; lt is like looking at the icing on top
of a cake, trying to guess whats inside. The cross sections make it simpler as this shows a slice through the
cake. Note that the strata have been folded and here dip down to the northeast at about 30'.

There are two successions of the Carboniferous Rock:
. The top strata are the Coal Measures, which include the coal seams, as mined extensively around

Radstock. But not all coal was mined and that remaining may be trapping methane - hence the term
Coal Bed Methane. This succession is subdivided into the Upper Coal Measures, the Pennant
Sandstone, and the Lower Coal Series. Since the Lower Coal Series was not exploited previously,
unconventional gas exploration may be targeted at these deeper coals.

. The lower part of the Carboniferous is mainly limestone - the well-known Carboniferous
Limestone, seen in the Avon and Cheddar Gorges. lt is soluble in weak acid rain and has
developed solution features, caves and underground streams. Groundwater moves rapidly and easily
through this limestone. lt is an important Principal Aquifer.

There are also some carbon rich organic mudstones and shales in the Carboniferous Limestone.
The Lower Limestone Shale is the thickest and there are similar strata in the Quartzitic Sandstone
Group. These shales can also trap gas in the rock.

There may be places between Compton Martin and Ston Easton where a single borehole could be sunk
through both Upper and Lower Coal Measures, and the Carboniferous Limestone; That would be the least
expensive way for the exploration companies to test and sample all the rocks.

But, (and a very important but!) critical geological faults, (such as the Chewton Fault) cut the strata from E-
W, forming the higher ground of Chew Down. Here the Chew Head Spring rises and is the source of the
River Chew, feeding Bristol Water's Line of Works pipeline to Chew Valley Lake and Barro-w Tanks.

Geology of Winscombe & Sandford
Most of the older rocks at depth (which outcrop near Shipham and on Black Down to the east) are either
hidden by younger Trias rocks around Sandford and Winscombe villages, or by recent deposits of Head and
Alluvium, northwards and westwards.

The anticlinal (upfold) core of the Black Down Pericline, has the overlying Carboniferous Limestone on its
northern and southern flanks. These rocks poke through the younger strata on Sandford Hill, where lead
has been mined historically. The steeply dipping (60-70") Lower Limestone Shale is present beneath the
Trias and down dip to the north.

There is a similar but opposite and less steeply dipping (25-35") outcrop pattern to the south of Winscombe.
Here the Lower Limestone Shale outcrops on the northern fringes of Crooks Peak and Shute Shelve.

However the geology remains poorly understood. At Windmill Hill, due northeast of the parish boundary,
the Carboniferous Limestone is thought to be underlain by the Coal Measures. A deep borehole on the
nofthwest parish margins records Coal Measures at about 300m.

Potential Unconventional Gas Targets in Winscornbe & Sandford
Although both the Coal Measures and Lower Limestone Shale are potential targets for unconventional gas
exploitation, those within Winscombe and Sandford are currently outside the licenced areas. However,
those licences, and licences for new areas come up for review in 20 14.
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Unconventional Gas in Chew Yalley & the Mendips
We do not live in one of the main conventional hydrocarbon areas of the UK; the shale gas reserves remain
unproven and may not exist. Exploration here is a riskier venture than other major coalfields. But the
licences have been awarded and UK Methane and Shale Energy will want some exploration, hoping to find
thick, organic shales with carbon content of more than 2%.

lf small companies establish attractive gas deposits, larger companies will invest, or buy out those companies.

Coal bed methane development in the UK has been slow and difficult. The US model of only drill ing
vertical wells to establish economic production, does not work in the UK because our 'tight' coals are of
low permeability. Although most Bristol-Somerset Coal mines did not encounter merhane (or fire damp),
some localised workings targeted deeper steep-dipping coals trapped between thrust faults and did
experience gas explosions. Successful CBM wells are likely to require water pumping for about l8 months
before the gas flow increases and dewatering declines. Their permeability will be very low and multi-lateral
wells will be needed for gas production.

Fracking may not work in these contorted, highly folded and faulted coal beds. Existing and induced veftical
fractures may prevent coals ever being properly be dewatered, to produce gas. Refracking needs to be
repeated, as the initial rush of gas declines after a few months.

Water from dewatering or Flow Back Water from fracking comes up to the surface and will need to be
tankered away, initially for treatment and then for disposal. Not only will it contain the injected chemicals,
but also nacurally occurring radioactive materials it has adsorbed at depth. Flow back water management
requires multiple tanker journeys every day, plus an appropriate roads and services network.

Generic Problems with fracking include:
A. Community disruption -as the scale of operations is incompatible with a rural en-vironment.
B. Flow back water management and treatment
C. Adverse impact on groundwater.
D. Increased traffic and noise.
E. Methane venting / flaring.

Potential Geological Problems include:

l. Subsidence Risk resulting from fluid withdrawal and dewatering.

2. Earthquakes due to reactivation of Undetected Foults by fracking fluid lubrication, and
subsequent damage to well integrity.

3. Groundwater contamination by methane and fracking fluid

4. Vertical Hydraulic Fractures. Can propagate 600m up or down from laterals.

5. Methane Leaks, if exploration too close to existing wells, boreholes or shafts. There are
numerous deep abandoned mine shafts in Mendip and the Coalfield, and it would be vital to locate
and secure these before drill ing. Records are unfortunately very sparse.

6. Radon Gas. Drilling and dewatering could increase the risk that radon gas, associated with the
methane, could remain 'active' unless temporarily stored for many months. This subject has not been
well-researched.
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Geology & Hydrogeology Of The Bath Hot Springs
Bath & Mendip are unique because of the Bath Hot Springs. lt is a World Heritrge Site and contributes f 100
million annually co UK tourism; it employs many local people. Any exploration or exploitation within the
Bath and Mendips area must safeguard the thermal waters.

Whilst the thermal water source remains unproven, this diagram shows an hypothesis for its origin. Most
academics agree that the water source is Mendip rainfall, draining into the Carboniferous Limestone. The i

head of groundwater built up on the elevated ground probably flows northeastwards down below the Coal '

Measures, (at least 2.5 kms), becoming heated in the process. I
The Carboniferous rocks are in a N-S basin and are truncated by extensive E-W thrust faults. This inevitably I
complicates the pathway of deep, migrating groundwater, and the Carboniferous Limestone at depth must I
provide many unknown potential flow paths for the thermal water travelling towards Bath. A very recent
technical paper identifies steeply dipping, fractured strata I km west of Timsbury as one possible route for
the water feeding the unique springs.

Generic Risks of Fracking in the UK: Shale gas fracking is a highly contentious and polarising topic. The
national process must be democratic, transparent and protective of our natural resources, livelihoods,
propefties, countryside and environment. Local communities are rapidly becoming aware of what to expect
from this new industry. There is a risk that Fast-tracking this industry in a 'Dash for Gas' could bypass the
planning system, and Regulators may become pressurised to rubber stamp exploration and production
boreholes. There may be no independent peer review of proposals.

Our regulatory institutions have failed on many occasions and our sociery now has to rely on public
pafticipation and 'pressure groups' to expose potential flaws in practice, and therefore force industries and
governments to consider more than iust the bottom line.

Potential Risks in the Bath - Mendip - Chew Valley Area:

. Any hydraulically fractured Shale Gas well pose a potential risk to the Bath Hot Springs. The closer
to Bath, the higher the risk.

o Coal Bed Methane exploitation runs the risk of forcing methane into, and causing linkages between
old coal mine shafts, workings and wells.

o Maior geological faults such as the Chewton Fault and the Farmborough Thrusr creace a pocential
major risk of unpredictable reactivation due to fracking lubrication.

o High Volume Hydraulic Fracturing is probably inappropriate in this rural area.

r Potential groundwater contamination during exploration in geologically complex strata is High
Risk.

r Detailed geological data is needed to interpret the thermal water pathways to the Bath Hot Springs,
but this does not exist. Hydraulic fracturing in formations adjacent to Carboniferous Limestone,
should not be permitted.

Gareth Thomas
November  20 l3
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